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Abstract. Current approaches of designing business processes rely on traditional
workflow technologies and thus take a logically centralized view of processes.
Processes designed in that manner assume the participants will act as invoked,
thus limiting their flexibility or autonomy. Flexibility is in conflict with both
reusability and compliance.
We propose a methodology to build processes from declarative commitment-
based protocol specifications and to enact them in a distributed manner. Because
protocols are publishable, reusable specifications of interaction and commitments
can be reasoned about, this approach enables software reuse, improved autonomy
through flexibility, and more robust compliance verification.
We present an operational semantics of protocols and commitments in the � -
calculus that better supports contextualized reasoning. Reasoning about commit-
ments leaves protocols reusable and improved process flexibility.

1 Introduction

The modeling and enactment of business processes has received considerable attention
in the research community. Cross-enterprise business processes involve a number of
components that are independently designed and configured and represent the interests
of autonomous parties and yet have to interact coherently. One challenge that arises
is to reconcile interoperation with the autonomy of the partners. Another challenge is
to make business processes easy to put together from reusable components. Efforts in
this area include OWL-S [4], BPEL [1], and XPDL [19]. While these efforts allow the
specification and enactment of a business process, they specify the implementation of
a process rather than the interactions that are expected of it. More specifically, they
rely on flow abstractions that support the perspective of only one participant. They,
therefore, support neither reusability or flexible execution in the face of exceptions or
opportunities that are a reality in dynamic and open systems.

Interactions in business processes are typically long-lived so that they can be or-
ganized in the form of protocols. Protocols offer the level of abstraction that naturally
supports local perspectives as they specify the interaction (the what) rather than imple-
mentation (the how). Thus, business protocols naturally maximize the autonomy of the
participants. This paper presents an approach for developing business processes that (1)
can be built from reusable protocols; (2) is agent-based, implying decentralization; and,
(3) affords the agents flexibility in handling exceptions and exploiting opportunities.
�
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1.1 Challenges in Process Design

We recognize commitments as important in giving a semantics to protocols. As agents
interact, they create and manipulate commitments. Previous work has developed a declar-
ative commitment-based semantics for protocols [2, 20] where representing and reason-
ing about commitments leads to enhanced flexibility in protocols. This paper delves
deeper into the design of business processes. Business process design offers challenges
that commitment-based protocols can address naturally. First, reusability is in tension
with flexibility. Second, compliance is in tension with flexibility. We motivate each in
the following.

Reusability Vs. Flexibility For a protocol to be reusable, it should be well-encapsulated
and its semantics should be unambiguous. In other words, a protocol should be specified
as independently as possible of the context in which it will be used. This context could
be the society in which the agent exists in or the physical location of the agent or the
other processes in which an agent participates. Adding such context-dependent com-
putations to a protocol would make it unwieldy and non-reusable. However, exception
handling is inherently context-sensitive.

Thus reusability is in tension with the ability of an agent to handle exceptions and
exploit opportunities that might arise during the enactment of the protocol. (Of course,
exceptions that occur routinely and depend on the nature of the protocol could be added
to the protocol, but that means they are treated like normal behavior.)

The approach proposed in this paper leaves the protocol reusable, but at the same
time allows the agent maximum autonomy in handling exceptions and exploiting op-
portunities. Giving protocols a commitment-based semantics plays a central role in this
scheme.

Compliance Vs. Flexibility Business process agents have two main components, pro-
tocols and business policies (see Figure 2). The protocol prescribes the interaction that
should take place irrespective of an agent’s policies, whereas policies control the inter-
action, presumably in a way that is compatible with the agent’s interests. Policies can
be entirely internal or be dependent on the agent’s context. The policies generally dif-
fer from agent to agent, whereas protocols tend to be reused. Policies and protocols are
specified independently of each other. An agent may comply with a protocol completely,
but will only have simplistic policies that are unable to handle dynamism. Similarly, an
agent could completely respect its policies and therefore, be flexible, but might end up
utterly violating the protocol. This paper shows how we can strike a balance between
compliance and flexibility by reasoning about commitments.

1.2 From Declarative to Operational Semantics

Our design methodology involves taking declarative commitment-based specifications
of protocols and extracting operational specifications of role skeletons from them (see
Figure 1). Agents are built out of business policy specifications and role skeletons. Poli-
cies are used to control the interaction. While a declarative semantics is appropriate for
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protocol specification, an operational semantics is more appropriate for role specifica-
tion. This is because role skeletons are local in nature and the operational semantics
better captures the interaction between roles. More importantly, declarative specifica-
tions allow for partial descriptions of systems which is good for global specifications
like protocols; the rest of the system description is fleshed out with respect to a con-
text, that is, in an operational setting. The context is accommodated by specifying the
business policies of the agent. The operational specifications can then be used to reason
about an agent’s compliance, both with its policies and its protocol roles. This is signifi-
cant because a fully compliant agent would exhibit less autonomy than a non-compliant
one.

1.3 Contributions

This paper presents an operational model of commitments and business processes based
on the � -calculus. The � -calculus is a process algebra for modeling concurrent pro-
cesses whose configuration, that is, communication links, may change at run time. To
avoid ambiguity with business processes, we write � -process to refer to a � -calculus
process. The most notable contributions of our approach are listed below.

– Business processes can be built from reusable protocols.
– Reasoning about commitments alleviates the tension between reusability and com-

pliance, and flexibility.
– This leads to the development of robust business process agents.

Our proposed approach models a commitment itself as a � -process. The commitment
maintains communication channels with the agents that participate in it. Our opera-
tional characterization of commitments leads to flexible modeling of the commitment
life-cycle. For example, the partial discharge of a commitment can be modeled. More
importantly, our modeling alludes to the need for even more sophisticated modeling of
commitments to add to the flexibility of protocols.



1.4 Organization

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic notions of
commitments. Section 3 describes our conceptual model of building business processes.
Section 4 sketches the � -calculus. Section 5 formalizes the commitments and their op-
erations in the � -calculus. Section 6 models the NetBill protocol [3] in the � -calculus.
Section 7 talks about reasoning with commitments. Section 8 discusses relevant litera-
ture and future work.

2 Commitments

Commitments have been identified as a key abstraction in the modeling of agent interac-
tion protocols and languages [15, 8, 6, 2, 7]. As agents interact, they create and manipu-
late commitments. In simple terms, a commitment represents a directed obligation from
one agent to another for maintaining or achieving a condition. Knowing what commit-
ments exist helps an agent plan its actions and leads to coordination between agents.
Another advantage of commitments is that they give a social semantics to interaction.

A number of operations may be performed on commitments. Following [16], we
formally define commitments and the operations that can be performed on them.

Definition 1. A base-level commitment C(x,y,G,p) binds a debtor x to a creditor y for
fulfilling the condition p in context G.

Definition 2. A conditional commitment CC(x,y,G,p,q) denotes that if a condition p is
brought about, then the commitment C(x,y,G,q) will hold.

Both commitments and conditional commitments are created in a context G, which
can be thought of as an institution or society whose rules are binding on the agents that
participate in it. The context also defines the meanings of the terms used. Since we will
only informally talk about the context, we omit G to reduce clutter. Below we list the
commitment operations.

– Create(x,y,p) creates a new commitment C(x,y,p).
– Discharge(x,y,p) discharges the existing commitment C(x,y,p) so that it no longer

holds. A discharge is done only when the condition p starts to holds, i.e, the com-
mitment is satisfied.

– Cancel(x,y,p) cancels the existing commitment C(x,y,p) so that it no longer holds.
Only debtors can cancel a commitment.

– Delegate(x,y,p,z) delegates the commitment C(x,y,p) to a new debtor z. More specif-
ically, the original commitment C(x,y,p) no longer holds and a new commitment
C(z,y,p) is created in its place.

– Assign(x,y,p,z) assigns the commitment C(x,y,p) to a new creditor z. More specif-
ically, the original commitment C(x,y,p) no longer holds and a new commitment
C(x,z,p) is created in its place. Only a creditor can do an assign.

– Release(x,y,p) releases the debtor x from the commitment C(x,y,p) so that the com-
mitment no longer holds. Only a creditor can do a release.



3 Protocols for Business Processes

We look at protocols as reusable specifications of business interactions. Before we
present a conceptual model for building processes from protocols, we explain in de-
tail our motivation for using protocols as building blocks for processes.

– Business processes tend to be complex and implementation-specific. They are there-
fore, not amenable for reuse. On the other hand, protocols are declarative publish-
able specifications describing only the interaction and can therefore, be reused.
Protocols themselves can be complex, but a process that uses a complex protocol
will be even more complex.

– Representing commitments leads to flexible protocols. Flexible protocols naturally
maximize the autonomy of interacting parties. Using such protocols to design pro-
cesses will lead to autonomy-preserving business processes while ensuring inter-
operation at the same time.

– Since protocols have a commitment-based semantics, this paves the way to formally
reason about protocols. From the design point of view, it allows creation of newer
protocols by specializing and aggregating existing ones. For example, payment by
credit card is a specialization of a general payment protocol. Similarly, ordering,
shipping and payment protocols can be spliced together to form a complete trading
protocol.

– Building business processes around protocols will lead to modular business process
where interaction and policy are cleanly separated.

Figure 3 presents a conceptual model of how to build processes from protocols. A
business protocol is a declarative specification that specifies the business interactions.
The protocol skeletons P-Skels, one for each role in the protocol, are extracted from the
specification. An agent is an implementational entity representing a business partner
that adopts one or more roles in one or more protocols. The C-Skel corresponds to
composition of the P-Skels of the adopted roles. This composition may be policy based.
The C-Skel represents the local flow enacted by the agent. A business process aggregates
the local flows of the agents participating in it.

4 The � -Calculus

The � -calculus [11–13] is a process algebra for modeling concurrent processes whose
configurations, that is, communication links may change as the processes execute. In
the � -calculus, the fundamental unit of computation is the transfer of a communication
link between two processes. Intuitively, the communication link is like an access to a
resource. The simplicity of the � -calculus arises from the fact that it includes only two
kinds of entities: names and agents (processes). These are sufficient to rigorously define
interactional behavior. Interaction corresponds to a handshake between two processes
and involves the output of a link by one process and simultaneous receipt of the link
as input by another process. For this paper, we shall limit ourselves to the basic or
synchronous � -calculus. The following briefly presents the � -calculus language and
some examples.



Fig. 3. Conceptual Model

4.1 Process Syntax

The language of the � -calculus consists of prefixes and process expressions, as sum-
marized in Table 1. Below we explain the language constructs in the same order as
Table 1.

Prefixes are of the following kinds:

– The output prefix ��� means that x is sent along the channel a.
– The input prefix � � �
	 means that the channel a can be used to receive input and

binds this input to x.
– The silent � means that nothing observable happens.

The process expressions are as follows:

– 0 represents the nil-process.
– �� � does the action represented by prefix � and changes to P.
– ����� represents the sum-nondeterminism, that is, do either process P or process

Q.
– ��� � represents that process P and process Q execute in parallel.



Prefixes ����� � ��� (Output)��� �"! (Input)# (Silent)
Agents $���� � 0 (Nil)�&% $ (Prefix)$(')$ (Sum)$+* $ (Parallel), �-�/.102$ (Match), ��3�/.102$ (Mismatch)

(new x) $ (Restriction)4 $ (Replication)5 � .7698:%:%;%:8<.>=�! (Identifier)
Definitions

5 � �
6:89%:%:%:8<�?=�!@�ACB<D $ , � EGF�HJIKH&L�3�NMPOQ�?RS3�/��TU!
Table 1. � -calculus Syntax

– V �NWYX�Z � or match represents the process that changes to P if �NWYX . Mismatch is
the opposite, i.e., it checks �/[W\X .

–
�^]`_>a �b	c� means that the variable x is declared as a new name local to process P
and bound in P. It is not visible outside of P.

– d � represents an unbounded number of copies of the process � . Formally, d �fe;gchW
���id � .

– j � X�k1lKUKJlmXonp	 represents the instantiation of a defined agent.
– j � � k lUUKUlC� n 	qWe;gch � �^asrt_>uv_xw [Wzy/{|�t}~[W��p�v	 represents the declaration of a

process A in terms of process P. One can think of it as a method declaration in
traditional procedural programming.

The input prefix and the new operator bind the names. For example, in a process
a(x).P, the name x is bound, but a is not. This is similar to the � -calculus. In (new x)
P, x is considered to be bound. As in the � -calculus, � -conversion might be necessary
to avoid capture of free names. The free names of a process indicate the linkage to the
environment.

5 Commitments in the � -Calculus

In the � -calculus, processes are also known as agents. However, from now on, we use
the term agent for a process capable of becoming a debtor or creditor for a commitment.
The commitment operations have constant names DISCHARGE, CANCEL, and so on.
The environment of a process consists of all other processes in the system.

5.1 Channels

We propose that a commitment be represented in the � -calculus via a process that has
four channels, which we list below (See Figure 4):
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– � _1�:�c�vuv�<�
represents a link to the commitment’s debtor. The debtor sends the name

of the commitment operation it wishes to perform, one of Cancel, Delegate or Dis-
charge on this channel. The success of the operation depends on how the Guard of
the commitment evaluates. We explain the Guard shortly.

– � u1_ � w��c�vu �<�
represents a link to the commitment’s creditor. The creditor sends the

name of the commitment operation it wishes to perform, one of Assign or Release,
on this channel. Once again, the success of the operation depends on how the Guard
of the commitment evaluates.

– � _K] � �vuv�<�
represents a link to the commitment’s environment on which the commit-

ment receives the condition (payment, for instance) it is interested in. The condition
could correspond to the condition of the commitment or a prerequisite for some
commitment operation. The Guard evaluates the received condition; intuitively, it
is guarding the commitment operations.

–
��� � �<�

Some processes other than the creditor and debtor might be interested in
knowing what operation took place in a particular commitment. Each such process
uses the

��� � �<�
channel to subscribe for the operation that it is interested in. Then,��� � �<�

returns to the subscribing process a private channel, on which notifications
are delivered.

An alternative model is possible where, along with the operation name an agent wishes
to perform, it also sends the event on the � _1�:�c�vu��<�

(or � uv_ � w��c�vu>�<�
depending on what

role the agent plays in the commitment). Such a model would mean that only those con-
ditions which are received from the debtor (or creditor) can be evaluated. In our model,
the use of � _>] � �vu �<�

separate from creditor and debtor channels allows the condition to
be received from any process. For example, this flexibility is useful for modeling third-
party verification of satisfaction of conditions. The case where the sensor receives input
from the debtor (or creditor) is a special case of this model.

The intuition behind the
��� � �<�

is similar to the intuition behind � _>] � �vu1�<�
. The��� � �<�

gives the model independence from having to receive notifications solely from
the agents. Both, the � _>] � �vuv�<�

and
��� � �<�

, facilitate modular designs since the agents
are no longer hard-coded.



Normal Commitment Process� � ��H;�C���KI;���o8<�9IKH;�1L ���UI;�<�o8c�C�K�p�?8m�;H;�t�;�UI;�<�78��K�:�;���1! A9B<D� � �tH;E).7!9�<�^�+H;�C���UIK���P' � IKH;�1L ���UI>���p!* 4 �b� �:�;�CIKL^�9HK!
Special Commitment Process� � ��H;�C���KI;���o8<�9IKH;�1L ���UI;�<�o8c�C�K�p�?8m�;H;�t�;�UI;�<�78��K�:�;���78<.7! A9B<D���^�+HJ�m���UI>���s' � I>H;�1L ���UIK���p!* 4 �b� �:�;�CIKL^�9H

Table 2. Commitment process definition

�+H;�C���KIK���x� ��H;�m���UI;�<��� �m�p!C%�� , �m�x� DISCHARGE0o��L��:�:F���IJ oH&' , �C�-� CANCEL0 � �o�p�9HU¡' , �C�x� DELEGATE02�+HJ¡¢H: ��1�<HU!� IKHJ�1L ���KIK���£�¤�CI>H;�1L ���UI �<� � �m�p!C%�� , �C�x� RELEASE02¥¦HJ¡¢H;�7�JH@' , �m�x� ASSIGN 0 5 �J�:L  ��t!��L��:�:F���IJ oH§�©¨ � �oIU�?% �9IKH;�1L^���KI ��� DISCHARGE % 4 � . DISCHARGE !'¦ª-�U�<¨ � ��IK�?% � � �9IKH;�1L ���UI;�<�78 ��H;�C���UI;�<��8c�9�U���?8c�JH;�t�:�KI;���78<�U�;�:�<�78<.7!� ���p�:HJ¡p� �CI>H;�1L ���UI;�<� CANCEL % 4 � . CANCEL !�+HJ¡¢H: ��1�<HS� ��H;�m���UI;�<��� ��HJ¡¢H: ��1�<HJH;�<�U!C% ��HJ¡¢H: ��1�<HJH;�<�1% ��HJ�m���UI;�<�o% � � ��H;�C���KI;���78<�9IKH;�1L ���UI;�<�o8c�C�K�p�?8�;H;�t�:�KI;���78<�K�:�:�<�78<.7!C% �9IKH;�1L^���KI;��� DELEGATE % 4 � . DELEGATE0«!�b� �;�:�CIKL^�:H§� � ��H;E)�p!��U�;�:�<�7� �m�"H;IU����L^�K�t! �U�;�:�<�>�
% 4 � .p� �C�"!C% , �m�"H;IK�1��L¬�U�-�/�C��0 �p!¨ � ��IU�� �;H;�t�:�KI;���7%2� ®1�o¡ � HK! , ®1�o¡ � H§�/�9�U�p�v0ª¯�J�c¨ � ��IU�s� �;H;�t�:�KI;���7%2� ®1�o¡ � HK! , ®1�o¡ � H+3�/�9�U�p�v0
Table 3. Constituent processes

5.2 Commitment Process

Now that we have introduced the channels that are used and the intuitions behind their
existence and usage, we can present the model in detail. We describe this model in
the context of how various operations on commitments—whose formal expressions are
given in Table 2 and 3—would be realized through it.

Create. All this while, we have not talked explicitly about modeling the creation of
a commitment. The reason is that we model commitment as a parametric process.
Invoking this process corresponds to creating a commitment. For reasons explained
below, we consider two variations on the parametric process for creating commit-
ments. Table 2 lists the formal descriptions of the two processes.
Consider the normal commitment process: ° � � _1�:�c�vu �<� l9� u1_ � w��c�vu �<� lC� �v] ��l:� _>] � �vu �<� l��� � �<� 	 . Ignoring ±³² � �>� uvwc�;_

for the time being, the definition says that either a cred-
itor operation or a debtor operation can be performed depending on the channel on
which the input arrives, i.e., � u1_ � w��c�vu1�<�

or � _1�:�c�vuv�<�
. cond represents the condition

of the commitment. CreditorOp and DebtorOp represent the creditor and debtor
operations, respectively. The � u1_ � w��c�vu1�<�

channel is read for name of the operation
requested and the operation is attempted. Similarly, � _1�:�c�vu��<�

is read for debtor op-
erations.

Discharge. Here the Guard simply checks if the value read on � _>] � �vu��<�
matches the

condition. First the Guard is evaluated. If a match is successful, then Discharge is



successful and the creditor is notified. If the match fails, i.e., NotGuard succeeds,
then the commitment is recreated.

Cancel. The creditor is notified of the cancel operation.
Delegate. The delegatee is passed � _1�:�c�vu1�<�

, the commitment is recreated, and the cred-
itor is notified of the operation.

Assign and Release. For simplicity and to save space, we do not explicitly model As-
sign and Release as these are conceptually similar to Delegate and Cancel, respec-
tively.

To function cleanly, the commitment operations require some auxiliary processes.
Guard and NotGuard were described above. A more important process is Subscribe.
Subscribe enables other processes to receive notifications from the commitment (by
subscribing to such notifications). A subscription is created by sending on the

��� � �<�
the

name of the operation that the subscribing process is interested in. A private channel �
is returned to the process. When that operation happens on the commitment, it sends a
notification to the process on � .

Internal to a commitment, when an operation happens, it sends a notification on X .
Note X DISCHARGE, X CANCEL and X DELEGATE in Table 3. The notification is modeled
as happening an unbounded number of times meaning that enough copies of the notifi-
cation are always available. An unbounded number is essential because of two reasons:

– The number of processes that may be registered for the same operation is not known
in advance and allowing potentially unbounded notifications simplifies our repre-
sentation. This is realistic in terms of practical implementations.

– In Subscribe, the match V �:´t_>u � �<w<�v] W �:´ Z may fail. In this case, the process must
be ready to test another input for forwarding to the subscriber. This is also why in
Subscribe there is a repetition d � X �¬�:´ 	;¢V �:´
_Ku � �<w<�v] W �:´ Z �µ	 .

In the same vein, there are unboundedly many copies of Subscribe. For every registra-
tion request on

��� � �<�
a fresh copy is, in essence, activated.

The special parametric commitment process shown in Table 2 is used when a com-
mitment operation recreates a commitment. This happens in Discharge when the Not-
Guard branch is taken and in Delegate when the new commitment reflecting the dele-
gation is created. When recreating a commitment, it is necessary to pass the original X
channel since prior subscriptions for notifications must still be honored.

5.3 Modeling Conditional Commitments

�q� � ��H;�C���KI ��� 8<�9IKH;�1L ���UI �<� 8<�C�K�p�?6;8<�C�K�p�o¶K8m�;H;�t�;�UI �<� 6 8c�JH;�t�:�KI ��� ¶ 8<�U�;� �<� ! A9B�D�·� ��HJE���IKL   ��¸m¹ !�¬¨ � ��IU� 6 % ��IUL^  ��¸m¹ '�ª¯�J�c¨ � ��IU� 6 % �q� � ��HJ�m���UI;�<�o8J�CI>H;�1L ���UI;�<�78��9�U��� 6 8��9�U��� ¶ 8C�;H;�t�:�KI;��� 6 8�;H;�
�:�UI;�<� ¶ 8<�U�;�:���1!<!:* ��IKL   ��¸m¹ % � � ��H;�m���UI;�<�78<�CI>H;�1L ���UI;�<�o8��9�U��� ¶ 8m�;H;�t�:�KI;��� ¶ 8J�K�:�;���1!<!
Table 4. Conditional commitment process
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Fig. 5. NetBill

Just like commitments, conditional commitments support all the commitment op-
erations. Likewise, events on the conditional commitment itself may be observed by
other interested parties. However, for simplicity, we omit the operations and subtleties.
Table 4 shows the corresponding formula. º�²
� u ��k checks if the right condition is re-
ceived on � _>] � �vuv�<� k . If so, it triggers the creation of the base-level commitment. Oth-
erwise, it recreates the conditional commitment.

6 NetBill in � -calculus

To illustrate our model, we represent the simplified version of the NetBill protocol in the
� -calculus. Figure 5 shows the protocol. There are two roles in the protocol; customer
and merchant denoted by C and M respectively in Figure 5. The protocol starts with the
customer sending a request for offers and ends with the customer sending payment. The
commitment is created by the debtor of the commitment and access to the commitment
is passed to the creditor. Also, all the input to the sensor channels are coming from
agents in this model.

We abbreviate
�^]`_>a �
	 �^]`_>a X"	 �^]`_>a/» 	 to

]`_>ax� ��X » 	 . Similarly we will abbreviate
� � Xp	J � �¬» 	 to � � X » 	 . We abbreviate output similarly. We also drop the

��� � �<�
in the

specification as we do not use it. Table 5 shows the encoding of NetBill in � -calculus.
cre and deb denote respectively, the creditor and debtor channels of a commitment.
� u1_K¼J½9½

e;¾ , for example, denotes the creditor channel for goods. sen denotes the sensor
channel of a commitment.

We now illustrate the flexibility � -calculus brings to protocol modeling with some
examples.

Example 1. Given this specification of NetBill in � -calculus and our encoding of com-
mitments, we now present a deviation from the NetBill protocol that our specification
can handle elegantly. When it is time to send the payment, the customer delegates the
payment to another agent ccc that represents the credit card company. ccc will even-
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Table 5. NetBill Process

tually satisfy the commitment and the merchant process could handle the delegation
cleanly.

The NetBill process could handle such a deviation because the operations are han-
dled inside the commitment process, not in the agents, and operations basically require
nothing more than channel extrusion, i.e, handing off the relevant channels to other
� -processes.

Example 2. Consider the case where partial discharges are allowed. For example, in-
stead of the customer paying for the goods in one shot, it could send multiple, smaller
payments, thereby discharging its commitment to pay in steps. Such a case can be han-
dled by reading the amount of the current payment on the � _>]`ÐKÑ;Ò

and implementing
Discharge differently. The Guard in this new Discharge would implement arithmetic
instead of simple match. If the result of the º�²b� u �/ÓÕÔ , then a residual commitment
would be created.

Figure 6 shows the state of the process in terms of the commitments that exist in
NetBill after executing the protocol actions up to accept. Note that commitments act as
intermediaries between the processes. All the important events or conditions affecting
commitments pass through them and their internal logic decides if operations are suc-
cessful. In other words, they are doing the compliance checking. The implementation of
a compliance checker could potentially be derived from the design of the commitment.
We leave this to future work.
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7 Reasoning With Commitments

A protocol is violated if a commitment made in the protocol is violated. For example,
if a merchant accepts payment, but fails to ship the goods then it is violating its com-
mitment to send the goods. Policies are a combination of policies inherited from the
context and an agent’s internal policies. The agent has more leeway in enforcing its
internal policies, but it usually must enforce contextual policies. For example, US law
prohibits the sale of software with strong encryption to customers outside the US. An
agent that sells encryption software will have this law encoded as its conextual pol-
icy. Contextual policies will usually encode commitments to an institution. Violation
of contextual policies usually result in penalties. The institution in the above example
is the US government. An example internal policy is that the agent accepts only credit
cards. Note that generally, execution of the commitment operations are also governed by
contextual policies. For instance, a Cancel would normally be prohibited by the context
unless some special circumstances hold.

Now consider the exception that occurs when the merchant is unable to ship the
goods after receiving payment from the customer. Because commitments are repre-
sented, it knows it is committed to sending the goods and that failure to do so will invite
some kind of social penalty. So it decides to either delegate the reponsibility of shipping
to some other merchant or if that is not possible, it sends a refund. Because delegation is
not specified in the protocol, it still represents a weak violation of the the protocol. Re-
funding the money represents a stronger violation of the protocol. But reasoning about
commitments lets it find a somewhat satisfactory solution to this exception. Of course,
it is possible that the customer agent might find none of delegation or refund accept-
able. However, the exception handling like this is certainly preferable to the situation
where the merchant does not know how to handle a failure to deliver goods and does
nothing or aborts the transaction. It is possible to add the ‘delegate’ and ‘refund’ com-
putations to the protocol itself, but that would be a manifestation of a particular agent’s
policy in the protocol, making the protocol unwieldy and less reusable. An example of
an opportunity would be when for a large enough transaction, the merchant overrides its
policy to only accept credit cards in favor of wire transfers. A contextual policy could
be overridden for similar reasons.



To specify this at an architectural level, a � -process encodes the policies of the
agent. Before every transition, the protocol skeleton consults with a process called the
commitment-collector (in the sense of a garbage collector) that looks at the state the role
skeleton is in, determines its outstanding commitments in the protocol and takes steps
to execute, that is, satisfactorily handle those commitments. The commitment-collector
could also proactively poll the state of the skeleton depending upon the timeouts of
commitments. We can thus view the agent as a virtual commitment machine that exe-
cutes commitments.

The most important point to note here is that we are separating interaction and
control. Control resides with the commitment-collector whereas the role skeleton just
carries out the interaction. This allows the reusability of the protocol in another context
and keeps the handling of exceptions and opportunities in the commitment-collector.

8 Discussion

This paper presents a vision of business process design. Current business processes
end up being rigid and limit the participating agents’ autonomy. Although current tech-
niques give a semantics to the data and control constructs, they fail do to so at a high
level, that is, they fail to capture the semantics of the desired interactions. Moreover,
they do not achieve a clean separation between control and interaction. Thus they can-
not reconcile reusability and compliance with flexibility. In this paper, we attempt to
make a clean separation between the two. Protocols are reusable as they specify only
interaction (the what); the agents’ business policies control the interaction (the how).

8.1 Literature

Current approaches tackle some of the above challenges, but only partially. Though
service composition is a kind of reusability, it is limited to a small class of applica-
tions. The reusability we are advocating is conceptually at the level of binary libraries.
In the following, we discuss some of the prevalent approaches for modeling business
processes.

BPEL [1] BPEL is a flow language that is used the describe web services in terms of
a process model. BPEL enables process composition by allowing the specification of
partner services and using flow constructs to operationally compose the web services.
In this way, BPEL takes a logically centralized view of the composed web service.
Although it supports the specification of exceptions, the exceptions are hard-coded and
therefore the agents’ flexibility is limited.

Semantic Web Services OWL-S [4] is an ontology for web services (built using OWL,
the W3C’s Web Ontology Language) that enables the specification of the service profile,
the service grounding, and the process model. Unlike BPEL processes that are statically
composed, OWL-S processes can be dynamically composed via planning. However, the
processes are specified logically centrally in a flow language. It therefore suffers from
the same limitations as BPEL.



RosettaNet and ebXML RosettaNet [14] is an industry-led consortium working to
create and implement industry-wide open e-business processes. RosettaNet has created
more than 100 Partner Interface Processes (PIPs), which are in the nature of business
protocols. RosettaNet enables the creation of business processes using PIPs, but does
not directly support the creation of business processes. ebXML [5] provides a language
in which specifications such as RosettaNet’s can be encoded. RosettaNet and ebXML
are limited to interactions with a single request-response pair.

MIT Process Handbook This effort catalogues different kinds of business processes
in a hierarchy [9]. For example, sell is a generic business process. It can be qualified by
sell what, sell to who, and so on. Our notion of a protocol hierarchy bears similarity with
the Handbook, the major difference being that we attempt to give a formal semantics to
the hierarchy in terms of commitments, and support aggregation in a robust manner.

Commitment Life-Cycle Fornara and Colombetti [6] present an operational charac-
terization of commitments in which they treat commitments as objects. They model
commitments as having states and, therefore, can represent a life-cycle of commitments.
Fornara and Colombetti’s focus is on developing semantics for an agent communication
language (ACL).

The Ö -Calculus for Business Processes The � -calculus has recently been suggested as
an approach for modeling business processes, e.g., [10]. The � -calculus can potentially
be quite useful, but only if applied at the level of interaction protocols. The � -calculus
is conventionally applied simply to encode orchestrations as in XLANG (now absorbed
into BPEL [1]) or to even to specify choreographies as in WSCI [18]. In other words,
the machinery of the � -calculus is used primarily to encode the sequence of steps to
be executed—something that could be done with any conventional scripting approach.
Consequently, even some proponents of the � -calculus recognize that its subtle features
of the � -calculus, e.g., reconfigurability, end up not being put to good use in the current
literature [17].

8.2 Directions

We have presented the elements of a formal model using the � -calculus in this paper.
A current research direction is to exploit � -calculus concepts such as bisimulation to
determine the compatibility of an agent’s business policies with a role it wishes to adopt.
This will lead naturally into a type system for protocols to be able to formally create a
hierarchy of protocols.

On the practical side, we are developing a new language, OWL for Protocols or
OWL-P, which can be used to create publishable specification of protocols from which
role skeletons can be extracted. We are implementing this as part of a multiagent archi-
tecture which embodies the spirit of Figure 3.
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